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Locate the secret to enhance the lifestyle by reading this Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray This is a type of
publication that you require currently. Besides, it can be your favored publication to read after having this
publication Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray Do you ask why? Well, Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray is a book
that has different particular with others. You may not need to know who the writer is, how prominent the
work is. As smart word, never ever judge the words from who talks, yet make the words as your inexpensive
to your life.

Review
Praise for Disarm
 
“Scorching hot…fast [and] furious.”—MsRomanticReads
 
“Trust me…it definitely hooks you!”—Three Chicks and Their Books
 
“Hot romance…that swells your heart.”—The Book Whisperer

About the Author
June Gray is a daydreamer who, at the age of ten, penned a short story inspired by a Judy Blume novel and
has been unable to stop writing since. She loves to tell stories that titillate and enrage, that break the reader’s
heart and put it back together again.

Her fairy-tale life has been lived on four different continents—most recently, in a two-hundred-forty-year-
old castle in rural Germany owned by a Graf. She was born in the Philippines, raised in Australia, and now
calls the United States home, and she can currently be found enjoying the shores of Miami with her husband,
two daughters, and a miniature schnauzer.

She is the author of Disarm.
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Idea in deciding on the most effective book Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray to read this day can be acquired
by reading this web page. You can locate the best book Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray that is marketed in this
globe. Not only had guides published from this country, yet likewise the other nations. As well as currently,
we mean you to check out Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray as one of the reading products. This is only one of
the most effective books to accumulate in this site. Look at the resource and also browse guides Arrest
(Disarm) By June Gray You could locate lots of titles of the books supplied.

Reviewing Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray is a quite useful interest as well as doing that could be gone
through whenever. It means that reading a publication will certainly not restrict your task, will not require the
time to spend over, and will not invest much cash. It is an extremely affordable as well as obtainable thing to
purchase Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray However, with that very cheap thing, you could get something
brand-new, Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray something that you never do and get in your life.

A new experience could be gained by reading a publication Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray Also that is this
Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray or various other book compilations. We offer this book due to the fact that
you can discover a lot more points to urge your skill and also understanding that will make you better in your
life. It will certainly be likewise useful for individuals around you. We recommend this soft data of guide
right here. To know ways to obtain this publication Arrest (Disarm) By June Gray, find out more below.
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Life begins at happily ever after…
 
For Elsie and Henry, getting married and buying a house is only the beginning of their passionate new
adventure. Elsie is flourishing in her job while Henry embarks on a new career as a police officer.
Everything, it seems, has finally fallen into place.
 
Just when it’s all smooth sailing, they face life-altering changes that make Elsie question her ability to adapt.
With Henry’s job putting him in constant danger, she watches helplessly while he slips back into his old
habits. Elsie must find a way—through any means necessary—to prevent the past from repeating.
 
With the sand constantly shifting underfoot, Elsie and Henry have to figure out how to strengthen their
bond—before they end up losing what matters most…
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2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
In pursuit of the happily ever after...
By Christina
Complimentary copy provided by the author in exchange for an honest review.

Arrest essentially picks up where Disarm leaves off. Henry is about to finish up his training at the police
academy and Elsie is finding success in her new position. Things are good for a while until the pressures of
their jobs and the day-to-day reality of living with each other begin to take their toll.

As if dealing with Henry’s new career in law enforcement wasn’t enough, Elsie has to deal with a boss
(Conor) that is obviously into her, and not quite willing to back off. When Henry becomes wrapped up in his
career and is unwilling to share with Elsie the things that are bothering him, Conor’s attention become a
source of comfort. Henry’s lack of communication and the temptation he faces from other women at every
turn may lead Elsie into the arms of another man.

Henry, like many other new recruits, feel it is his job to save the world from all who threaten it, even at the
expense of his sanity and marriage. Once again he is internalizing all of the wrongs of the world he cannot
fix, yet is unwilling to burden Elsie with his problems, much less seek counseling to help him get through it.
Will it take nearly losing everything important to him for Henry to finally understand that Elsie has reached
her breaking point and can no longer continue on their current path? Will Elsie ever truly be able to trust
Henry?

Law enforcement is a career many prior military gravitate to because there are so many similarities between
the two. As civilians, we understand the military life a bit more because the danger service members face is a
little more removed from our everyday lives. Deployments often take them thousands of miles from home,
so there is a bit of an “out of sight, out of mind” factor involved. The separation of deployment we
understand (or think we do) yet with law enforcement officers or fire fighters, they face danger in their own
backyards. They are away from their families for long periods of time as well and their family lives suffer for
it. No, it’s not months, but in a lot of ways, it’s almost worse to be so close to your family, yet not able to be
a part of their lives because of what the job entails. Ms. Gray obviously has done her homework when it
comes to understanding the toll the career can have on a family.

While Disarm left us with a feeling of a “happy for now” ending, Arrest gives us a sense that finally, Henry
and Elsie are going to get their “happily ever after”. Their story has come full circle, and the ending is very
cathartic, especially given the amount of emotional turmoil we have felt over the past two books. It feels like
the hard work has paid off, and now they are free to reap the benefits of that work.

Arrest is another five star novel. It is well written and once again the characters are well developed and their
pain, heartbreak, and joy are all very tangible. It was riveting from cover to cover and was another emotional
roller coaster ride. Once again the love between Henry and Elsie is evident and very much real. We delve
even further into their relationship and learn more about how their pasts have influenced their present, as
well as their futures. I also loved that we learn more about Julie and her past with Jason and I love the
familial relationship and friendship that is blooming between Julie and Elsie. I’m definitely looking forward
to the next book, Surrender, when we will learn even more about Julie and Jason.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.



Talk Supe Reviews: Definite Must Read
By Braine @ Talk Supe
My heart! MY HEART! My poor heart went through a stiff beating from June Gray's ARREST. As if things
in Disarm aren't enough, what I hoped was a smooth sailing HEA between Henry and Elsie was too much to
hope for. This couple had many many things they had to work on before they even get to that blissful place
we all imagine married book couples have. Old demons coming back to the surface, babies, job situations,
miscommunication, pride, stragglers and a bunch of other stuff that throws a wrench on all of our perceived
notions about happily ever after.

The best part about ARREST is how believable Henry and Elise's story is. It's not glossed over nor is it
exaggerated. Theirs is a story that could happen to anybody and I'm sure that a lot of us can relate to their
struggles one way or the other. Henry, to begin with, is already a fragile and vulnerable person. His
childhood was rough and going to war certainly didn't help his disposition. Joining the [police] force is
masochistic IMO because the cases he worked on dredged up a smorgasbord of issues, I'm surprised Elsie
still managed keep it together for them.

The thing is, Henry carried some of his demons in his marriage to Elise so you can only imagine how trying
that can be for Elsie. Now Elsie's a good gal but she's no martyr so she's reached her limit once or twice and I
loved how she basically gave Henry the finger, cuing him him get his shiznit together or she's OUT! Girl's
got some balls and I loved her for it! Henry sure irritated me a bit, I mean stop with the antics already! You
got a great girl, apply what you've learned in therapy, man and make. It. Work!

The series is also mildly erotic and for someone who is so wary of sexed up novels, JGray sure has her own
style of making intimacy not just erotic but emotionally sweeping too. Every sex scene between Henry and
Elsie is a revelation of some sort and it's not just a physical expression of their love, frustration and
sometimes even anger at each other. It's beyond sex, ALWAYS, a true depiction of "making love" if you get
my drift.

I can't express how fiercely I love Disarm and now ARREST. I'm not a big fan of angsty tales and I sure hate
emo characters but for some reason I loved Henry and Elsie. I believed in their love, their struggles are very
real and even on those moments where they're acting childish and petty, I understood where those emotions
are coming from. I rooted for these two like a rabid sports fan! Disarm and ARREST to me is the epitome of
contemporary romance and a definite must-read.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
A SWOON-WORTHY SEQUEL THAT WILL HOLD YOU PRISONER
By Kim R.
This sequel to DISARM has been on my TBR list for a while, and let me be perfectly clear: ARREST was
well worth the wait! I really didn't expect the sequel to top the first novel in the series, but for some reason I
was even more riveted this time around. Perhaps it's because I was already so invested in Elsie and Henry as
a couple from DISARM, but I was literally swooning with delight from page one and felt so deeply for these
characters! So much so that I had to literally force myself to put the novel down to tend to "real life."
(Always a good sign). I've never read a "marriage in crisis" story quite like this before, but this book has all
the qualities I look for in a satisfying, emotionally-charged romance novel--endearingly flawed couple who
have an intense connection and share a rich history, and a well-developed storyline chock full of drama,
turmoil, romantic angst and sizzling sexual encounters. June's dialogue is punchy and true-to-life, and her
romantic narrative is simply stellar--it's fueled with emotion and teeming with complexity and depth, and she
masterfully infuses her prose with beautiful, descriptive language to engage the reader's senses, heighten the
emotion/sensuality, and bring her characters to full, vibrant life!



There is a level of realism to this author's writing that is refreshingly unique, and her characters are simply
unforgettable. Elsie is strong and independent, yet sweet and vulnerable at the same time, and she loves her
chivalrous, long-suffering husband with every aching breath she takes. As for Henry, he is a hot, sexy,
tortured Alpha hero--an ex-military man-turned rookie cop--who will capture the reader's heart...and then
shatter it into a million tiny pieces. I rooted for these beleaguered newlyweds every second of the way, and
these characters sure do seem to face some insurmountable odds before they finally get their HEA! But it's
certainly not all doom and gloom in this book. June balances out the darker elements with plenty of
flirtatious fun, sweetness and hot, erotic sex.

Bottom line: This second installment in the Disarm series is outstanding, and not to be missed. June is a very
skilled, evocative storyteller and obviously has a very bright career ahead of her... She has set the bar very
high with this book, but I look forward to reading SURRENDER, the next book in her DISARM series, at
my earliest opportunity!

See all 26 customer reviews...
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